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How are new efforts planning to reshape applications for cryptocurrencies, built on embodied integrity and exhibited an entrepreneurial growth mindset. We will be honoring three finalists of the Ed Snider Center's SURE Fellows Program.

Participate in UMD's virtual Undergraduate Research Day. Learn more about the Fellows and read the results of their research virtually to the Ed Snider Center community on April 23 and have the opportunity to connect with them personally.

SURE fellows have continued making great progress throughout the Spring 2021 semester. After the launch of the new course, "Careers in Impact," students have also had workshops on scoping their research with Joseph Bailey, the IRB Office, and Jim Purtilo. Students have had the opportunity to learn about the research process and how to apply it to their own work.

It is currently at the undergraduate transfer students. This year, we conducted a series of workshops to a small group, and our goal is to open up registration to all transfer students in Fall 2021. These workshops are voluntary co-op experiences and are designed to help students explore their career interests and develop the skills needed to succeed in their future careers.

Leadership and Markets. Admitted students will participate in sessions such as marketing, personal branding, and how to use these skills to success in their careers. We are currently piloting both classes in Fall and Spring semesters. The class, "The Intentional Self," is now expanded to 3-credits and "Careers in Impact" is being offered in the coming months.

At the Intentional Life Lab, we continue to build awareness and showcase sustainable solutions to post-harvest food loss and waste in the African context. The Center recently hosted a webinar featuring Professor Jane Ambuko from the University of Nairobi who discussed the use of the 'lab to land' approach to take research outputs to end users. Professor Ambuko is credited with driving the All-Africa Post-harvest Congress and Exhibition convening as a platform to create a social impact in the field.

In the I-Series course, "Moneyland: Business and American Culture," managers, the effects of government regulation on high-tech, the relationship between scientific researchers and corporate managers, and the dynamics of this sector and explain why some groups many have an advantage over others. We understand which of the key stakeholders (manufacturers, customers, and government agencies) are affected by this regulation and what the potential implications are. The course is designed to help students understand the interplay between the economy and society and how this affects their career choices.

Nairobi who discussed the little-known early history of the Tata group. Based on original archival research, it discussed the little-known early history of the Tata group. The Tata group is a multinational business conglomerate and one of the largest companies in India. The course covers the company's history and its impact on the economy and society.

For the present? From British rule. How did this transition from trade to industry happen? And what relevance does it hold for the present?

Moneyland: Business and American Culture. This course covers the relationship between scientific researchers and corporate managers, the dynamics of this sector and explain why some groups may have an advantage over others. We understand which of the key stakeholders (manufacturers, customers, and government agencies) are affected by this regulation and what the potential implications are. The course is designed to help students understand the interplay between the economy and society and how this affects their career choices.

As usual, I welcome the opportunity to connect with you and learn how we at the Ed Snider Center can help you achieve your goals. It is important to focus on shared values, teach and learn, work hard, enjoy the journey and pay it forward. Through this newsletter, you will find information about upcoming events, workshops, and courses that may be of interest to you.

Finally, in the spirit of the spring season of renewal and creation, I hope you enjoy my most recent Forbes op-ed focused on "Trust the Science, But Celebrate the Business Of Covid-19 Vaccines.

Do you know a high school student with a love for entrepreneurship? Please share this unique opportunity with them.
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